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3 ways to retain cleaning staff and offset labour shortages

The past two years have magnified the
cleaning challenges facilities and contractors
face, but the hot button issues remain:
attracting, retaining and training cleaning
staff. Read the first in our series on the best
ways to tackle these critical issues.
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According to Statistics Canada, there were 731,900
job vacancies in the second quarter of 2021.
This is particularly challenging for sectors with
historical attraction and retention challenges, such
as the cleaning industry. It’s never been more
critical to address cleaning task and scheduling
inefficiencies and increase overall cleaning
productivity to maximize critical labour resources
and keep facilities healthy and safe.
Help bridge the labour gap in your cleaning
program with these top three tips from our
experts:
1. Train, Train, and Train Some More
With limited staff and resources, it’s critical to clean
effectively without increasing cleaning time. The
easiest way to clean more efficiently is to look for
areas being over-cleaned. While proper cleaning is
critical, over-cleaning wastes valuable time
and resources. Train your staff to allocate time
appropriately based on traffic volume and surface
soil levels. This will free up cleaning time to focus on
important touch points like light switches, door
handles and tabletops.
If you aren’t sure how to update your training
program, talk to your Bunzl Cleaning & Hygiene
expert. They’ll work with you to assess your facility’s
cleaning needs and customize a training program to
give your team the knowledge and resources to
execute cleaning protocols correctly, effectively and
safely.
2. Leverage Innovation
Innovative cleaning technology can help optimize
resources and improve results. Providing your team
access to innovative tools like the WandaNEXT™
IoT cleaning platform guides their task lists and
schedules and also lets you easily verify and
validate cleaning tasks, frequencies and quality. Its
powerful, real-time reporting tools help to refine
resource allocation and task scheduling to improve
cleaning performance and efficiency.

Offload repetitive cleaning tasks to autonomous
cleaning equipment so staff can focus their efforts on
more complex tasks. This can decrease the possibility
for worker injury, reduce absenteeism and make
employees’ jobs more rewarding. Ask us for more
information about incorporating innovation into
cleaning routines!
3. Recognize and protect employees
Everyone wants to feel respected and appreciated in
their workplace. Creating a positive company culture
based around communication and respect will help
retain your team and attract new employees.
Cleaning staff are the backbone of healthy and safe
workplaces, and it’s critical to take the necessary steps
to protect them. Ensure staff have access to the correct
PPE needed to perform cleaning tasks safely including
masks, gloves, eye protection, gowns and shoe covers.
Looking to learn more about bridging the labour
gap? Contact our cleaning and hygiene experts!
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Back to Business!
Cleaning Team Essentials

REGARD Northern Glo
Floor Finish

Tork® Towel and
Tissue

Purell Disinfecting and
Sanitizing Spray

Rubbermaid® Adaptable
Flat Mop Kit

Commercial floors go through a
lot – especially in the winter!
Keep your facility’s largest
surface investment protected
with REGARD Northern Glo
Floor Finish.

Safer facilities start with
effective hand hygiene! Raise
the bar on hand hygiene by
adding Tork® Towel and Tissue
products to your facility’s
cleaning and hygiene program.

Keep high touch surfaces safe
with PURELL® Multi-Surface
Sanitizer & Disinfectant. Add this
spray to your existing cleaning
routine for quick, convenient
surface sanitizing.

Save time in your cleaning
routine with the Rubbermaid®
Adaptable Flat Mop Kit!

These high-quality, versatile
roll towels provide added value
and benefits such as usage
control and cost savings and
are ideal for high-traffic areas.

Effective against norovirus, cold
and flu viruses and human
coronavirus, this one-step, norinse surface spray disinfects
high-touch surfaces for a safer,
healthier facility.

Contact your rep for
availability

Manufacturer Code:

This proven performer provides
a long-lasting polished finish that
keeps floors looking their best
and protects from wear and tear
– even in high-traffic areas.

Manufacturer Code:

61270304

3342-03

The microfibre mopping pad
removes 99.7% of tested viruses
and bacteria and mops floors
15% faster than cotton string
mops. Designed for cleaning
heavy-duty, large facilities with
ease, this system delivers a
clean you can count on.

Manufacturer Code:

2132426
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The future is autonomous
Innovative technology makes cleaning routines better AND faster

With facility cleaning expectations at an all-time high, the question
remains: how can we meet even higher standards without increasing
staff? Once considered ‘nice-to-haves,’ innovative cleaning technologies
are now must-haves to support time-strapped cleaning teams.
With the demands on cleaning teams at an all-time high, now is the time to consider the role
autonomous floor cleaning technologies can play in helping to meet your cleaning goals:
Increase Cleaning Efficiency and Effectiveness
Autonomous cleaning equipment eliminate guesswork and reduce human error. For example, did
you know that when operators use standard floor cleaning equipment, they typically miss up
to 15% of surfaces? By following the same path every time, autonomous floor cleaners eliminate
human error and can consistently deliver a higher quality clean. They also free up cleaning teams
time to focus on other tasks, like deep cleaning and frequent touch point disinfecting.
Improve Staff Safety:
With cleaning teams often working at lower staffing complement than required, finding the best
ways to keep employees safe and healthy is critical. Automating repetitive cleaning tasks, like
floor cleaning, decreases worker injury and absenteeism and can help make employees’ jobs less
repetitive and more rewarding.

Nilfisk Liberty
SC60

Maximize floorcare quality and efficiency with the
Nilfisk Liberty SC60. Ideal for large facilities, this
floor cleaner is fully autonomous and designed to
deliver consistent results with minimal supervision.
The system adapts to changing environments and
replicates a designated cleaning path with precision,
so your cleaning teams can set it and forget it!
Looking to add autonomous floor cleaning to your
cleaning routine?
Talk to our cleaning and hygiene experts about
the SC60 today!
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Hands off!
Make the
switch to
touch free
The latest on contactless
cleaning

COVID-19 has sparked the demand for
contactless everything – payments, deliveries,
restaurant menus – people are more aware of
cleanliness and the spread of germs than ever
before. That’s why facility managers are taking
building maintenance to the next level with
touch-free cleaning.
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So, just what is touch-free cleaning? It’s the way to
protect building occupants and cleaning teams
from the risk of cross-contamination across
surfaces. With the help of a few innovative
solutions, touch-free facility cleaning is easier to
achieve than you might think!
Touch-free Dispensers

Do YOU have a
healthy building?

While battery-operated automatic hand hygiene
dispensers for soap, sanitizer and paper towels
have been widely used since before the
pandemic, they’re not the only way to incorporate
touch-free dispensers into facilities. Manual touchfree towel and tissue dispensers are also a great
option as they only dispense a single sheet at a
time, so visitors only touch the sheet they’re using.
QR Code Scanning
Smart cleaning program management tools
can track cleaning activities, act as a training tool
for cleaners and even be used to send alerts to
teams when cleaning is required. For example,
WandaNEXT™, an exclusive Bunzl Cleaning &
Hygiene technology, is available in a completely
touchless format through the use of QR code
technology and an easy-to-use mobile app.
Simply post QR codes next to key cleaning areas
so staff can scan them once cleaning is complete.
Cleaning data and analytics are tracked through
the mobile app. Invite building occupants and
visitors to scan the codes to immediately notify
maintenance teams when an area needs
attention.

With the help of a few
innovative solutions, touch-free
facility cleaning is easier to
achieve than you might think.

How do you know?
WandaNEXT™ connects people, devices and
equipment to create the cleanest and healthiest spaces
to live, learn, work and play. Ideal for every facility, this
customizable IoT cleaning platform provides a clear line
of sight to cleaning activities and frequencies, with the
ability to verify and validate results.

Ask for your free WandaNEXT™ demo to see the
new cleaning audit feature, upload pictures, add
comments and make training notes to help your
cleaning teams clean with confidence.
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Cleaning.
Upgraded.
Innovative Cleaning Essentials

Whiz Autonomous Vacuum by SoftBank
Robotics
Looking to maximize cleaning efficiency, improve cleaning
results AND save your employees cleaning time? Whiz by
SoftBank Robotics delivers a high-quality clean you can
count on!
This autonomous vacuum sweeper can vacuum up to
15,000 square feet per charge and tracks cleaning
efficiency with real-time data reporting – so you can verify
and validate exactly where and how often your facility has
been cleaned. By offloading a repetitive task like vacuuming
to Whiz, your employees save valuable cleaning time they
can reallocate to other critical tasks, like disinfecting hightouch surfaces.

Clorox® Total 360® Electrostatic
Disinfecting System
Sanitizing high-touch surfaces is key to help stop the
spread of harmful pathogens. Clorox® Total 360® is your
solution to better disinfecting and sanitizing coverage –
even in the hardest to reach areas of your facility.
Providing 360-degree coverage, this electrostatic
disinfecting system allows you apply disinfectant to the
front, back and sides of surfaces and equipment, 4 times
faster, with no re-entry time!
Help prevent flu, COVID-19, norovirus, C. difficile and
other outbreaks at your facility by pairing this system with
a trusted Clorox® cleaning solution based on your
facility’s needs.

Looking to add autonomous vacuuming to your facility?
Contact our Cleaning and Hygiene experts for a
free demo.
Contact our cleaning and hygiene experts to
learn more about improving cleaning efficiency
in your facility!

Contact our cleaning and hygiene experts for a free
demo or to learn more about electrostatic
disinfecting!
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Missed
Our
Webinar?
No problem! We’ve got
you covered!

Catch up on our most recent
webinar, Taking Control: A
Master Class in Proactive,
Preventative Environmental
Services in Long-term Care
and Senior Living, for the
keys to healthy and safe
facilities.
Presented by Bruce Ferguson, National
Account Executive, this webinar covered
the topic of outbreak prevention within
senior living and showcased the keys to
successfully optimized and data-driven
facility cleaning programs, including:

Close The
Loop on
Cleaning
We’re excited to announce the latest
new feature on the WandaNEXT™
IoT cleaning platform!
WandaNEXT™ is a powerful digital
cleaning management tool that tracks
cleaning activities and frequency and
verifies and validates facility cleaning
protocols.
The latest system enhancements
include dynamic task lists, cleaning
audit feature, QR code service alerts
for end-user feedback and reporting
capabilities that allow for real-time
reporting!
Facility managers can assign tasks,
address training requirements, trigger
supply orders and more.
Want to learn more about
WandaNEXT™? Read the full press
release or visit our website.

• Tackling today’s facility challenges
head on
• Understanding Environmental
Services’ critical role
• Building a data-driven continuous
improvement model
• Verifying and validate results
Watch the full webinar on our YouTube
channel to learn more!
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bunzlch.ca/lets-connect/
1-866-512-8695

